
 

A WARRIOR UNDEFEATABLE/ 

Read A Man Like None Other Chapter 3268 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 3268-Found It “Let’s split up and look around 
to see if there’s anything unusual about this place. I think there must be 
something in this area that’s facilitating the formation of nascence beasts!” 
With that, Jared leaped to his feet and glanced at the empty space in front of 
him. Seeing that, Miya headed in another direction. 

The nascence beast roared before lunging toward the both of them, seemingly 
trying to stop them from searching around. 

“Go and look for it. I’ll hold this guy off,” Jared instructed. 

“How am I supposed to look for it when I don’t even know what I’m looking 
for?” Miya was utterly confused. What even is that thing? How do I look for it? 

“Just look around. I’m sure there will be something unusual surrounding that 
thing, and you will notice it.” With that, he began to battle against the 
nascence beast with his Dragonslayer Sword in hand. 

The activated Golem Body, coupled with the infusion of metal nascence, 
emitted a more radiant glow. Moreover, it was surrounded by flickering arcs of 
electricity. 

The combination of metal nascence and lightning nascence was perfect. To 
keep the nascence beast busy, Jared mobilized every ounce of power he 
could. 

Attempting to kill this nascence beast here was simply impossible, for the 
nascence aura here was abundant. The nascence beast would immediately 
be replenished by a substantial influx of nascence aura as soon as it was 
injured, thus healing its wounds. 

Therefore, the nascence beast was immortal as long as it was in this area. All 
he could do was hold the nascence beast off the best he could, allowing Miya 
to find the thing that was controlling it. 



While he was battling the nascence beast, Miya kept searching the area 
frantically. Not long after, she realized there was an abnormal glow 
somewhere inside this enormous cave. 

Quickly, she leaped down and got closer to the light source, only to find an 
egg�sized stone shining brilliantly. 

In the meantime, several silhouettes were slowly forming around the stone. 
Miya examined the phenomenon closely and discovered that the silhouettes 
formed were actually various nascence beasts, and they were materializing at 
a visible speed. 

Upon observing this, she understood this was exactly what Jared was looking 
for. The nascence aura was forming into nascence beasts, all facilitated by 
this stone. 

“I found it!” she exclaimed. Hearing that, Jared immediately turned around and 
looked in her direction. In that split second of distraction, the colossal 
nascence beast swung a massive paw at him. 

Unable to dodge in time, Jared was sent flying by its attack. Even though he 
was giving his all, his efforts seemed futile when up against the gigantic 
nascence beast. This beast is invincible! I can’t kill it at all! 

“Jared!” Miya leaped into the air, attempting to rescue Jared. 

“Don’t come here!” Jared called out frantically. He could withstand a blow from 
the nascence beast due to his Golem Body. However, the same could not be 
said for Miya, and if she were to be struck, it would be perilous. 

Despite his warnings, she was determined to rescue him as panic surged 
within her. But just as she leaped into the air, the nascence beast roared and 
exhaled a burst of aura, propelling her through the air. 

She plummeted and crashed onto the stone heavily. A gush of fresh blood 
spurted from her mouth, and her body began to bleed heavily as well. 

Her blood tainted the stone and was swiftly absorbed by its surface. 
Gradually, the stone’s radiance transformed into a crimson hue, and the 
nearly formed nascence beasts around her dissipated entirely. 



As her body began to levitate slowly, the huge nascence beast seemed 
somewhat terrified while staring at the stone, which was emitting a red glow. 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 3269-War Wolf Seeing that, Jared hurried 
toward Miya. At that moment, however, her eyes were closed, and she was 
enveloped by a crimson glow. Right as he got closer to her, an abrupt and 
tremendous energy catapulted him away. 

Roar! After letting out a furious roar, the nascence beast turned around and 
dashed out of the cave. Seeing that, Jared understood that the stone -glowing 
with a scarlet hue-was definitely the thing controlling the nascence beast. 

Yet, he couldn’t get close to Miya currently and could only shout from afar, 
“Ms. 

Seizon! Ms. Seizon!” He wanted to wake her up and have her pick up the 
stone. Nonetheless, she remained motionless, as if she was sound asleep. 

In the meantime, the stone gradually ascended and hovered in mid-air before 
abruptly entering Miya’s body. As soon as the stone entered her body, a burst 
of aura suddenly exploded from her. 

A rampant aura began to sweep across the area, and her eyes snapped open, 
though they now glowed with a crimson hue. Following that, a large amount of 
the surrounding nascence aura began to surge toward her body. 

“How could this happen?” Jared was taken aback, not expecting the stone to 
allow Miya to absorb nascence aura after it entered her body. Could a mere 
stone have triggered Miya to unlock her nascence space and comprehend 
nascence? If this stone is truly this mystical, it would be a priceless treasure! 

After a while, the crimson light surrounding Miya’s body gradually dimmed. 
The influx of nascence aura also stabilized, no longer rushing fervently into 
her body. 

“W-What’s happening to me?” Astounded, Miya examined herself. She felt a 
surge of power coursing through her entire body, accompanied by an 
unfamiliar aura pulsating within. 

Noticing Miya was awake, Jared approached her and explained, “You’ve 
comprehended nascence aura. Just now, a significant amount of nascence 
aura flowed into your body. Now you can try to discover what your own 



nascence space is.” Upon hearing this, Miya immersed her spiritual sense into 
her being with skepticism. Soon, she was astonished to discover a vast 
expanse of forest within her consciousness field. 

This was Miya’s nascence space; it was not as immense as Jared’s cosmic 
galaxy, but it was certainly sizable enough. Compared to those activated 
nascence spaces resembling houses or palaces, it was significantly larger. 

“H-Have I really comprehended nascence? Have I activated my nascence 
space?” Miya exclaimed in disbelief. Jared told Miya, “”Try using your 
nascence aura.” Miya nodded before closing her eyes and harnessing the 
nascence aura within her. In no time, a war wolf adorned in golden armor 
appeared before her eyes. 

This golden-armored war wolf was manifested by Miya using her metal 
nascence. Howling with its massive maw wide, it seemed majestic and 
powerful. 

Jared couldn’t help but be awed by the scene. I didn’t expect Miya to utilize 
metal nascence by manifesting it into dangerous and aggressive objects that 
could deal damage! Meanwhile, my metal nascence is mostly used for 
defensive purposes and to fortify my Golem Body. It’s also perfect if I use it 
along with my lightning nascence! 

As there were many methods of utilizing nascence, that meant the way one 
expressed it varied across individuals despite comprehending the same type 
of nascence. Similar to the spiritual energy between heaven and earth, it 
could be molded into various forms when different approaches were used. 

“Where’s the nascence beast?” Miya asked Jared. 

“It ran out. We can still catch up to it if we start chasing it down right now,” he 
responded. Upon hearing that, she immediately ran out of the cave, and he 
followed closely behind. 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 3270-Windfall Just as they rushed out of the 
cave, Jared and the others saw the enormous nascence beast, roaring wildly 
as if sensing a looming threat. Miya waved her hand, and the golden- armored 
war wolf charged straight at the massive nascence beast. 



Once again, Miya unleashed her metal nascence, transforming it into a swarm 
of golden-armored war wolves that aggressively rushed toward the nascence 
beast. 

Though these golden-armored war wolves were not large in size, the huge 
nascence beast seemed to fear them. It evaded their attacks and kept 
retreating. The ferocious golden-armored war wolves opened their mouths 
and fiercely tore into the nascence beast. 

The nascence beast howled in pain as its body was torn apart, and a large 
amount of golden nascence wafted away. Surprisingly, the nascence beast’s 
wounds did not heal this time. 

The nascence beast grew weaker and weaker. Seeing this scene, both Jared 
and Miya burst into laughter. It seemed that the stone was indeed crucial in 
defeating this massive nascence beast. 

As Jared and Miya watched the golden- armored war wolves fiercely battle the 
nascence beast deep within the mountain, Jadiel began to expand despite 
being embedded in the mountain. 

Cracks appeared around him. Finally, the rocks shattered, allowing Jadiel to 
escape. Seeing the nascence beast on the brink of defeat, Jadiel knew his 
opportunity had come. If he could kill this nascence beast now, he might 
comprehend the nascence. 

Jadiel’s eyes sparkled with excitement. Spinning his stone hammer 
continuously, he leaped up and swung it at the nascence beast’s head. 

Jared and Miya were too engrossed in the battle to notice that Jadiel had 
escaped from the mountain and was attacking the nascence beast. 

Boom! Following the thunderous sound, the massive nascence beast 
collapsed under Jadiel’s stone hammer. Its body slowly dissipated, turning 
into countless nascence auras. 

Standing under these nascence auras, Jadiel felt clarity in his consciousness 
field, followed by a different aura generated within him! 

Jadiel knew he had comprehended the nascence aura. He guffawed. “I’ve 
comprehended it! I’ve comprehended the nascence aura!” Jadiel laughed 
ecstatically, looking incredibly excited. Miya looked at Jadiel with a murderous 



glint in her eyes. Now that she had also sensed the nascence aura, her 
strength had increased significantly. She planned to have those golden-
armored war wolves kill Jadiel. 

Jared noticed Miya’s intention and shook his head, saying, “Let’s focus on 
absorbing the nascence aura now. Its concentration is pretty dense now, and 
we might not encounter it again. We must seize the opportunity to absorb it!” 
Miya nodded and began absorbing the metal nascence aura. The entire 
mountain hollow was saturated with it. It was an unexpected windfall. It would 
be hard to get more metal nascence once they left the ancestral land, so they 
shouldn’t waste any time. 

Without hesitation, Jared also started absorbing the nascence auras, not only 
from the metal nascence but also from the other nascence auras he had 
already sensed. 

However, he didn’t have much time here. If possible, he wished he could stay 
longer to explore the wind nascence with the Stillwind Orb. 

Hearing the commotion, Yorath, Cloud, and the rest rushed over. They had 
already slain the smaller nascence beasts. As Miya and Jared seemed to be 
in a trance, Cloud and Livya didn’t know what was going on. 

“Miya? Miya!” Livya called with concern, but Miya didn’t react. 

“Livya, I think Miya and Mr. Chance are cultivating and absorbing the 
nascence aura,” Cloud explained after a brief observation. 

 

 


